The uncertainty principle, a jewel at the heart of quantum theory, has been expressed by completely different forms, such as universal uncertainty relations, an uncertainty principle in the presence of quantum memory and a fine-grained uncertainty relation. We unify these uncertainty relations based on a special formalization of probability relations, namely introducing quasi-fine-grained uncertainty relations (QFGURs), which combine different measurements performed on spacelike-separated systems. Our generalized probability relations determine whether a quantum measurement exhibits typical quantum correlations and reveal a fundamental connection between basic elements of quantum theory, specifically, uncertainty measures, combined outcomes for different measurements, quantum memory, entanglement and Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen steering. Furthermore, we derive a universal form for entanglement and steering inequalities explicitly by applying our QFGURs. [6] [7] [8] [9] , later information-theoretic entropy was introduced as a natural way to quantify uncertainty, and the entropic formulation of uncertainty relations for quantum measurements were widely studied [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . However, to fully capture the essence of uncertainty, uncertainty measures in the strictest sense must be monotonically nondecreasing under two classes: randomly chosen symmetry transformations (D sym ) and classical processing via channels followed by recovery (D rec ) [27] . In these cases, nonnegative Schur-concave functions [28] are qualified candidates for uncertainty measures, and one can build various uncertainty relations based on majorization relations and nonnegative Schur-concave functions. Moreover, based on the form of joint uncertainty, majorization uncertainty relations can be divided into two major categories: direct-product majorization uncertainty relations, i.e. universal uncertainty relations (UURs) [29, 30] , and direct-sum majorization uncertainty relations [31] .
The uncertainty principle, articulated in 1927 by Heisenberg [1] , plays a crucial role in highlighting the non-classical nature of quantum probabilities. It states that the outcomes of two incompatible measurements cannot be predicted simultaneously with certainty. The formal inequality based on the standard deviations of position and momentum was derived by Kennard [2] and Weyl [3] , and generalized by Robertson [4] and Schrödinger [5] for general observables. Even though variance-based uncertainty relations play an important role in quantum theory [6] [7] [8] [9] , later information-theoretic entropy was introduced as a natural way to quantify uncertainty, and the entropic formulation of uncertainty relations for quantum measurements were widely studied [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . However, to fully capture the essence of uncertainty, uncertainty measures in the strictest sense must be monotonically nondecreasing under two classes: randomly chosen symmetry transformations (D sym ) and classical processing via channels followed by recovery (D rec ) [27] . In these cases, nonnegative Schur-concave functions [28] are qualified candidates for uncertainty measures, and one can build various uncertainty relations based on majorization relations and nonnegative Schur-concave functions. Moreover, based on the form of joint uncertainty, majorization uncertainty relations can be divided into two major categories: direct-product majorization uncertainty relations, i.e. universal uncertainty relations (UURs) [29, 30] , and direct-sum majorization uncertainty relations [31] .
A significant application of uncertainty relations is to determine the degree of nonlocality, which gives the link to security for quantum cryptography [32] . For instance, Berta et al. [33] derived the uncertainty principle in the presence of quantum memory (UPQM), and provided a lower bound on the uncertainty denoted by conditional von Neumann entropy corresponding to the measurements on the system A given information stored in the system B (i.e., quantum memory) [34] . This bound depends on the degree of entanglement between A and B. Oppenheim and Wehner [35] demonstrated the quantitative connection between uncertainty and nonlocality of quantum games by applying a fine-grained uncertainty relation (FGUR) , showing that the amount of nonlocality can determine the strength of uncertainty in measurements. Recently, Jia et al. [36] characterized nonlocal correlations via UURs, Riccardi et al. [37] investigated multipartite steering inequalities by using entropic uncertainty relations, and Wang et al. [38] detected entanglement via direct-sum majorization uncertainty relations.
Each of UURs, UPQM, and FGUR captures different features of uncertainty. Specifically, UURs contain the diversity of uncertainty measures, the UPQM links the uncertainty to the amount of quantum entanglement between subsystems, and FGUR consists of all possible combinations of outcomes for different measurements. The question, thus, naturally arises: can all these uncertainty relations be unified into a general form? We answer the question in the affirmative by revisiting Schrödinger's concept of probability relations between separated systems [39, 40] from a quantum information perspective.
To illustrate the utility of our generalized probability relations, we also apply our formalism to gain an insight into the connection between uncertainty and two subtle forms of nonlocality, Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) steering and entanglement. EPR steering is defined in terms of violations of a local hidden state (LHS) model and describes the ability that local measurements on one subsystem can remotely pilot (steer) the state of another subsystem [41, 42] (note that the concept of 'steering' is different from the notion studied in Ref. [35] ). It has attracted much attention due to its inherent asymmetry [43] [44] [45] [46] which makes it an essential recourse for one-sided device-independent quantum communication [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . However, what leads to this asymmetry still defies a complete understanding.
Here we introduce a simple but universally applicable theory of quantum probability relations (QPRs), namely, quasifine-grained uncertainty relations (QFGURs), which unifies UURs, UPQM and FGUR. We show that the functionals of EPR steering and entanglement are special cases of our QFGURs, which reveals a fundamental connection between nonlocality and uncertainty. Moreover, our methods clarify that the LHS model itself can be formulated in terms of incompatibility of the available local observables, which sheds light on understanding the intrinsic asymmetry of EPR steering. Our theory is based on the notion of local probability relations from a measured system A and a quantum memory B, which obey QPRs. Summing over all outcomes for each measurement in QPRs helps to study the unbounded violation of both quantum steering and entanglement inequalities systematically and efficiently. For illustrative purposes of the general framework, we provide some numerical examples and show that our steering inequality or entanglement inequality is easier to violate to some extent.
First, we generalize Schrödinger's discussion of probability relations [39] from a quantum information perspective for a task: start with our two protagonists, Alice and Bob. Alice prepares a bipartite quantum state ρ AB , holds subsystem A and transmits subsystem B to Bob. This process can be repeated as many times as required. In each round, they measure their own system and communicate classically. Alice chooses one of her measurement settings x ∈ N N , where N N := {1, . . . , N}. She then measures a nondegenerate observable A x with eigenvectors ϕ a x , and receives an outcome a (x) with probability 
for a fixed set of measurements x and y, we define the following QPRs comprising a series of inequalities
Here the upper bound ζ QPR (a,b) restricts the set of allowed probability distributions. To clearly and operationally link QPRs with quantum correlations and uncertainty relations, we introduce a special formalization of QPRs, namely, QFGURs. In the following we show that we can unify UURs, UPQM and FGUR through QFGURs.
In the FGUR approach [35] , Alice has access to an unknown quantum state ρ A with probability p a (x) |x = Tr |ϕ a x ϕ a x |ρ A . By considering the probability distribution p (x) over the set of measurements x, FGUR is
which only focuses on Alice's system, whereas Eq. (1) consider the probabilities come from both Alice and Bob.
Instead of considering measurements on a single system, now we consider measurements on two space-like separated systems ρ AB and assume that the measured system can have a quantum memory of the other system [33] . When Alice obtains a result a (x) with probability p a (x) |x , the conditional quantum memory σ . To unify these three approaches, we present UPQM, instead of through an entropic function [33] , by focusing on the combination of the outcomes' probability in a fine-grained form
where π ∈ S d is a permutation of the outcomes, and S d is the symmetry group. Assuming each measurement x can result in one of d possible outcomes, i.e. a (x) ∈ N d , QFGUR is given by Eq. (3) as the sum of all d outcomes for each measurement x does not equal to one in general; i.e.
In QFGURs, the combinations of probabilities contain all physical information that is accessible for measured systems and quantum memory, which leads to a generalization of UURs [29] [30] [31] . We prove as follows. Suppose two parties share a physical system ρ AB = ρ ⊗ ρ, and each of which measures A x and B x (assuming p(x) equals to 1 for some x), respectively. Then we derive the inequalities from Eq. (3):
Note that Eqs. (4) are for a fixed measurement x, but choosing the maximum for any one of d outcomes, any two of d outcomes, and all outcomes, respectively. Denoting the probability distribution for each measurement x as P := p a (x) |x
for A x and P := q π a (x) |x a (x) for B x and defining the state-independent vector
leads to the product-form UURs [29, 30] : P ⊗ P ≺ ω, with "≺" standing for majorization [28] . This concludes that the approach of UURs is a special case of QFGURs. UURs indicate that all nonnegative Schur-concave functions can be used here to measure the uncertainties, and hence the corresponding entropic uncertainty relation reads
On the other hand, one can assume that, if ρ AB = ρ ⊗ For simplicity, we now characterize the amount of uncertainty in a physical system while taking a particular permutation π = (1) ∈ S d . We are interested in the values of the upper bound ζ
, where the maximization is taken over all states within a specific type of quantum states ρ AB ∈ M. Here, M can be any quantum states (Q), separable states (S), or the bipartite states allowed for LHS model (E), or even other convex collection of quantum states. The hierarchy relations of the states are sketched in Fig. 1 . An important consequence of this is the monotonicity of upper bound ζ QFGUR a (M). Based on the fine-grained probability distributions (3), the feature of quantum correlations can be captured by their upper bound of QFGURs. To simplify the notation, in the following we drop superscripts QFGUR on the upper bound.
Lemma 1 (Monotonicity). If the collections of quantum states
In quantum mechanics, if a state ρ AB satisfies
, then ρ AB must be entangled. Hence, from our QFGUR, we construct criteria to test entangled states, steerable states (here we always assume steerable of the type "A steers B"). From this viewpoint, we also give criteria to test some unknown types of states M that possess correlation beyond entanglement and EPR steering. Next, we derive a general form of inequalities for entanglement and steering, and provide some numerical examples to show the improvement of their experimentally feasible unbounded violation.
The following few paragraphs consider the quantum EPR steering scenario. We use the same notations as appeared in our uncertainty scenario for introducing U QFGUR , where A denotes as a measured system, and regarding Bob's system as quantum memory. When Alice obtains result a for measurement x, the conditional quantum memory at Bob's place becomes σ a x . The information encoded in conditional quantum memory can be quantified by the quantum functional [53] ,
, where the maximal value of S Q equals N when the bipartite quantum state ρ AB is maximally entangled and measurements are ideal in mutually unbiased bases.
Within the LHS model, Alice performs a measurement x with an untrusted device, and announces the outcome a with probability p λ (a|x) involving the local hidden variable λ. λ represents the possible values a shared classical variable Λ, also named shared randomness, distributed with the density function p (λ). Now Bob's conditional quantum memory is given by τ a x = λ∈Λ p (λ) p λ (a|x) σ λ , where λ∈Λ p (λ) = 1 and σ λ is Bob's local hidden state after Alice's measurement [42] . Denoting the local response probability function in Bob's subsystem as q σ λ (a|x) = Tr |φ a x φ a x |σ λ for the given measurement {|φ a x φ a x |}, the steering (from A to B) functional can be written as
Entanglement or nonseparability is a weaker sort of correlation than steering [42] . Within the quantum separable model One immediately sees that S E and S S are special forms of combination of left hand side of quasi-fine-grained inequalities given in Eq. (3). For a given measurement {|φ a x φ a x |} on Bob's system, the violation of the following inequalities S Q ≤ sup ρ AB ∈E S E and S Q ≤ sup ρ AB ∈S S S indicates that the quantum state is steerable and entangled, respectively. The maximal degree of violation of the steering and entanglement inequalities is determined by
respectively. We start introducing our main theorems by some notations. Give an arbitrary number of N measurement settings x, we denote a set of d × (k + 1) rectangular matrices, where k = 0, . . . , dN − 1, and define the maximal squares of norms for those matrices as
where σ 1 (·) stands for the maximal singular value, and |ϕ a x (|φ a x ) is the ath eigenvectors of measurement A x (B x ).
Our main results are the following.
Theorem 2. EPR steering (from A to B) functional S E satisfies
Corollary 3. The maximum violation of the EPR steering functional by quantum states is
Theorem 4. Entanglement functional S S satisfies
with
Corollary 5. The maximum violation of the entanglement functional by quantum states is
Full proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are based on the direct-sum majorization uncertainty relation and detailed in the Supplementary Material [54] . Recently, the authors of Ref. [53] focused on the steering functional sup ρ AB ∈E S E and provided an upper bound by means of the Deutsch-Maassen-Uffink's entropic relation [14] sup
where C i := max x C x(N+x−i mod N) and C xy := max a,b | ϕ x a |φ y b | is the maximal overlap between these observables. Their inequality shows that the unbounded violation of steering inequality depends on the maximal overlap between incompatible measurements.
Here, our Theorem 1 proves that this unbounded violation does not only depend on the maximal overlap, but on all overlaps between incompatible measurements. Moreover, it is also possible to show that their upper bound is improved by our QFGURs. We give a simple example to show the improvement, which reveals that our method based on QFGURs is more sufficient and relaxed than the one in Eq. (15) [53] .
Consider the following observables M 1 , M 2 and M 3
Using the uncertainty relations (10), (12) and (15), we obtain three upper bounds S B 2 , S AB , and 1 + 2 i=1 C i to classify steering, entanglement by our method, and steering by the method used in Ref. [53] , respectively. As shown in Fig. 2 , it is clear that our method provides tighter bounds such that is easier to violate in this case.
Examples.-Werner states [55] are the best-known class of mixed entangled state. In the following, we consider various families of Werner states and show some numerical results to compare our criterion with previous works. 2 based on criterion (10), which coincides with the previous result [42] . On the other hand, the state is entangled when p > 2 − √ 2 based on criterion (12) . It has been proven that two-qubit Werner states are entangled if and only if (iff) p > 1/3 [55] , so our condition for entanglement is sufficient but not necessary.
(ii) 3 × 3 Werner states.-We also consider a high dimensional case for qutrits with ρ w = p|ψ + ψ + |+(1− p)1/9, where |ψ + = (|00 + |11 + |22 )/ √ 3. For the following three Gell-mann measurements Therefore, our criteria are efficient to classify a two-qutrit Werner state being steerable when p > 0.809 and entangled when p > 0.763. However, if we turn to the method introduced in Ref. [53] , we find the right hand side of Eq. (15) is 3 and a trivial condition of p > 1 to verify steering, which means that method is ineffective in this case.
In principle, we wish to find a state-independent bound for uncertainty relations which can reveal the incompatibility between observables. However, evidence suggests that incompatibility provides only partial information for steerability. In terms of the eigenvalues of the reduced system, the bounds of both Eqs. (10) and (12) can be improved and the asymmetry of EPR steering can be revealed: Conclusion.-We revisit Schrödinger's probability relations and provide an operational definition for quantum probability relations. Based on the notion of local probability relations from a measured system and a quantum memory, we prove a special format, namely a quasi-fine-grained uncertainty relation, which unifies universal uncertainty relations, the finegrained uncertainty relation, and the uncertainty principle in the presence of quantum memory. Further, we apply our theory to show that the LHS model itself can be formulated in terms of incompatibility of the available local observables. Thus, we derive the experimentally feasible inequalities to test steering and entanglement, and discuss the unbounded violation, which is not only based on the maximal overlap [53] but on all overlaps between incompatible measurements. Here we highlight the role of our framework in tests of entanglement, EPR steering and the uncertainty principle, but it is general and allows us to derive and generalize some results in uncertainty measures. For example, some combinations (like UUR) of our quasi-fine-grained inequalities are monotonic under D sym and D rec [27] , while some are not (like FGUR), their relations was left open and will be addressed elsewhere. Finally, our method paves the way for deeply understanding uncertainty and nonlocality and the fundamental relations between these two striking aspects of quantum mechanics. For completeness we start from the derivation of a majorization inequality: observe that for nonnegative vectors P , Q and W , i.e. components of the corresponding vector are nonnegative, satisfy P ≺ W , then P · Q W ↓ · Q ↓ . Here the down-arrow notation denotes that the components of the corresponding vector are ordered in decreasing order.
In order to simplify the proof, we apply rearrangement inequality and obtain
Hence, we only need to prove
At first, we assume the length of vectors is 2, i.e. l (P ) = l (Q) = l (W ) = 2, and express them in the following form
Assume it is also true for l (P ) = l (Q) = l (W ) = n − 1. Now consider the cases with l (P ) = l (Q) = l (W ) = n, 4) and then rewrite the product P ↓ · Q ↓ as follows,
Thus, we conclude that
Appendix B: Proofs of Theorems 2 and 4
In the main text, we give the notations for measurements, outcomes, corresponding probability distributions, entanglement functional and steering functional. Here for measurement x, denoting the probability distributions (p λ (a|x)) a as P x and (q σ λ (a|x)) a as Q x , then assuming
and thus we have
which is the Eq. (6) of the main text. Note that both probability vectors P and Q are functions of local hidden variable λ.
We proceed by introducing majorization: a vector x is majorized by another vector y in R n :
, where the down arrow denotes that the components are ordered in decreasing order x
preserves the partial order in the sense that x ≺ y implies that Φ(x) Φ(y). We take the conventional expression of a probability distribution vector in short form by omitting the string of zeroes at the end, for instance, (0.7, 0.3, 0, . . . , 0) = (0.7, 0.3), and therefor the actual dimension of the vector should be clear from the context.
For the probability distributions which come from quantum state under projective measurements {|φ Meanwhile, the classical probability distributions, which may not come from the measurements for quantum state, do not have the restriction from quantum uncertainty relation, and they are only majorized by (1, 0, . . . , 0), i.e.
Furthermore, for the direct-sum of all P x , we have
In particular, denoting R as
Based on Eq. (A.14), we can construct a simple bound for our QFGURs, which can be used to detect steerability
The violation of Eq. (A.15) indicates that the quantum state is steerable from Alice to Bob. Similarly, the state is entangled if the following inequality
is violated. Here, W i (i = A or B) stands for the direct-sum majorization bound for the measurements on i's system. We complete the proof of our main theorems.
Appendix C: Proofs of corollaries 6 and 7 Quantum states obey the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, meaning that there is an inherent "minimum uncertainty" for incompatible observables. To reveal intrinsic limitations on all quantum states, one need study the bound which is independent of state. For example, given measurements A x , B x with x ∈ N N , we can formulate the uncertainty relations in the following form
Here we can assume both A x and B x are POVMs:
. As we will see below, if the quantum state is unknown for us, then the bounds W A and W B are of the form
Here, T x are subsets of distinct indices from N N x or N M x (based on the measurements we choose), and · ∞ denotes the infinity operator norm-which, for positive operators, coincides with the maximum eigenvalues of its argument. It is sometimes useful to consider the eigenvalues of the reduced system ρ A and ρ B , where we will denote their eigenvalues in vector form
the down arrow notation denotes that the components of the corresponding vector are ordered in decreasing order. Then, for any density matrix ρ AB with reduced eigenvalues given by λ A , λ B , the following relations hold
After performing {A x } and {B x } on Alice's and Bob's system respectively, their bounds W A (λ A ) and W B (λ B ) are
Quantitatively, we define the eigenvalues of
a (x) and
Our results of W A (λ A ) and W B (λ B ) under any POVMs are generalizations of the bound that appeared in recent work [56] , which only holds for rank-one projective measurements.
We now have all the necessary ingredients for proving Corollary 6. Denoting
(A. 25) we observe that
Here the 'sum' stands for element-wise sum, for example (1, 0) + (0, 1) = (1, 1) . Then, according to direct-sum majorization, we can derive On the other hand, recall steering functional 28) where the first equality follows from the majorization inequality which has been proved in next section. The proof of Corollary 6 is complete, and similar method can be applied to the proof of Corollary 7. Now the connection with the asymmetry of EPR steering: By performing {A x } on both systems, the steering functional from Alice to Bob is bounded by S A N (λ A ), while the steering functional from Bob to Alice is bounded by S A N (λ B ). And they do not equal each other in general due to the effect of eigenvalues from different systems. Since λ A λ B , quantum mechanics allows for the possibility of one-way steering.
Appendix D: Linear EPR steering Inequalities
To show the universality of our method, we construct linear EPR steering inequality based our framework, which is of the form [45, 57] Demonstrating the product of accommodation coefficients, i.e. a 
